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Abstract

domain mismatches, an analysis pack was released containing
small quantities of transcribed wide-band news (BN) and topical (BT) broadcasts. It it important to note that such data will
not be immediately available in the later stages of the program.
Furthermore, handling other domains may be required during
the end of period evaluation.
Lack of target domain data creates a challenge in developing statistical models. Even within a given domain over-tuning
on training data may result in poor performance. Larger mismatches are expected to lead to a larger degradation. This in
turn may have a negative impact on lightly and semi-supervised
approaches [7] useful in such limited data scenarios. To ensure
that decisions made in training will not impact generalisation on
evaluation data it is common to use supervised metrics, such as
word error rates (WER), frame classification accuracies, proxies
to minimum Bayes’ risk and conditional maximum likelihoods,
on held-out development data. If no such supervised data is
available the problem becomes more complicated. Essentially,
an unsupervised criterion correlated with the target domain performance is required, which is the subject of this paper.
The previous work [8] in this area has looked at WER between acoustic model predictions with a weak and strong [9, 10]
language model. The premise was that high agreement between
the two predictions suggests the acoustic model is well matched
to the target domain. This technique was employed to help track
the progress of ASR system development and monitor possible drifts in the deployment domain. Though high correlation
with the ASR performance on the target domain data was reported, large domain mismatches were not explored. Another
work [11] looked at the harder problem of predicting WER by
computing an expected loss between hypothesised and target
domain text. The hypothesised text was generated by means of
a phone-to-phone confusion model estimated on a mismatched
domain training data. Reasonably close WER predictions were
demonstrated on digit recognition and Wall Street Journal tasks.
However, these results were reported only for the final model.
This paper looks at the development of ASR systems under
highly mismatched training and evaluation conditions. Furthermore, the precise nature of the evaluation domains is assumed
unknown at the time of development. The approach proposed
in this paper consists of automatically acquiring a sample of
related domain text and audio data from the web and using
an unsupervised metric to track the development and tuning.
The metric is an average of related domain confidence scores
mapped to out-of-domain development data. It is shown to be
capable of tracking the target domain performance. This paper
also proposes an unsupervised method for tuning interpolated
language models to the target domain by optimising the metric
on the related domain data.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the development in the “wild”. The following Section 3
discusses confidence scores. Section 4 details the unsupervised

The standard framework for developing an automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system is to generate training and development data for building the system, and evaluation data for the
final performance analysis. All the data is assumed to come
from the domain of interest. Though this framework is matched
to some tasks, it is more challenging for systems that are required to operate over broad domains, or where the ability to
collect the required data is limited. This paper discusses ASR
work performed under the IARPA MATERIAL program, which
is aimed at cross-language information retrieval, and examines
this challenging scenario. In terms of available data, only limited narrow-band conversational telephone speech data was provided. However, the system is required to operate over a range
of domains, including broadcast data. As no data is available
for the broadcast domain, this paper proposes an approach for
system development based on scraping ”related” data from the
web, and using ASR system confidence scores as the primary
metric for developing the acoustic and language model components. As an initial evaluation of the approach, the Swahili development language is used, with the final system performance
assessed on the IARPA MATERIAL Analysis Pack 1 data.
Index Terms: cross-domain development, confidence, web
data, speech recognition

1. Introduction
Speech data present in the “wild“ comes in various forms such
as Youtube, podcasts and radio news. This provides a contrast
to conversational telephone speech (CTS), broadcast news and
voice search style data for which numerous systems have been
developed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Handling these new and emerging types of data using automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems built on out-of-domain data is a challenging problem
for any language. This problem stands at the core of the new
IARPA initiative for machine translation for English retrieval of
information in any language (MATERIAL). Participating institutions in this program are expected to develop ASR technology
that would enable accurate machine translation, cross-language
information retrieval and summarisation when no target domain
data is given nor for training or testing. In the first year of
the program the participants were given narrow-band CTS data
from IARPA’s previous initiative BABEL. To facilitate the development of approaches capable of handling potentially large
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approach to language model interpolation weights estimation.
Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Conclusions
drawn from this work are given in Section 6.

get domain development text. This is hard to ensure if the target
domain identity is unknown. A similar question which arises
is: can these weights be determined in an unsupervised fashion
that would correlate with the target domain performance?

2. Development in the “wild“

3. Confidence scores

There are numerous audio domains present in the “wild”. Often these are not covered by a typical laboratory or commercial
system even for languages with strong presence in the speech
technology sector. The situation with lower resource languages
as expected is even worse. Table 1 gives an overview of some of
Swahili audio data available on the web at the time of writing
this paper. Swahili is a language of Niger-Congo family spo-

One standard approach to judge reliability of predictions in
ASR are confidence scores [14]. These scores are traditionally derived from a lattice following the recognition run. In the
simplest case, confidence scores are lattice arc posterior probabilities. More complex schemes include arc posterior based
confusion networks [15, 16] and general feature based neural
network models [17]. All these approaches enable confidence
estimate to be given to each hypothesised word.
It has been observed however that confusion networks yield
over-estimated confidence scores [16]. This is believed to be a
consequence of not encoding all possible paths into a lattice.
As a result, the lattice weight (normalisation term) applied to
yield arc posterior probabilities is underestimated hence yielding higher than expected estimates. To yield more reliable estimates confidence scores can be transformed to better represent
the confidence in prediction. This can be accomplished by training a mapping that maximises confidence of correctly predicted
words and minimises confidence of incorrectly predicted words
[16]. Note that deletion errors are not covered and have to be
treated separately [18]. The typical approach uses a decision
tree to learn a piecewise linear mapping.
Several studies have found that simple statistics of confidence scores, such as average, can be used to assess complexity of a task [16], compare similarly performing ASR systems [17]. This paper proposes to use these statistics to predict
cross-domain generalisation. Given an initial acoustic model
trained on narrow-band data, a sample of related to target domain wide-band data from the web is recognised to yield the
average mapped confidence score. Following an update of the
initial acoustic model, such as changes to model topology, training approach, data normalisation and speaker adaptation, the
confidence score is recomputed. If the new confidence score is
significantly higher the update is accepted. If not then either
an adjustment that would lead to a significant increase in the
confidence score is found or the update is rejected. The acoustic model performance on the narrow-band data is monitored
throughout the process and changes leading to large degradations are rejected. Though simple this process requires specifying what is the significant change in the confidence score that
would lead to generalisation. In addition, a special attention
needs to be paid to deletion errors. Rising number of deletion
errors may signal that the confidence score is over-estimated
and hence may enable updates that fail to generalise. Both of
these issues would need to be investigated.

Table 1: Swahili web audio data summary

Hrs
Audio
Sub/Tra

Babel
CTS Read
82
14
82
14

Source
Youtube
BBC Unk
149 1445
–
470

News
VOA Other
511
104
–
55

ken as a lingua franca in much of East Africa. It is estimated
to have 2 million L1 (native) and 50-100 million L2 speakers.
According to Table 1 there are 82 hours of conversational telephone speech (CTS) and 14 hours of read transcribed narrowband data available. This data was collected for IARPA’s previous BABEL initiative. The remaining is an untranscribed wideband data that comes from Youtube and news stations such as
Voice of America, Swahili (VOA). All these domains are expected to be distinct from the transcribed CTS data. Furthermore, Youtube data is highly dynamic with a wide range of
constantly changing domains. The standard process for building
acoustic models would involve transcribing large quantities of
data for each domain. However, as these domains change over
time an interesting question is: is it possible to generalise from
an out-of-domain data given only a sample of untranscribed data
in a related domain? For example, is it possible to calibrate a
neural network acoustic model on the related domain data so
that it correlates with the performance on the target domain.
Provided target and related domains are sufficiently close and
an unsupervised metric highly correlated with the performance
is available, the answer to this question will be positive.
In addition to handling the mismatch in the acoustics any
such approach would also need to handle changes in the language. Table 2 shows sources and quantities of text data scraped
from the web by BABEL participants [12, 13]. Excluding
Table 2: Swahili web text data summary
Words
Total
Unique

Babel
294k
24k

TED
44k
9k

Sources
Blogs BingA
1185k 6040k
47k
245k

BingH
2980k
184k

4. Language model interpolation
One standard approach to incorporate new text data into an existing n-gram language model is language model interpolation

the Babel program data, the participants were able to scrape
blogs, transcripts of TED talks as well as general web text using Bing search engine with language codes swa (BingA) and
swh (BingH). Similar to audio, this data comes from a range
of domains. Often it is hard to decide which source text will
be useful for a given domain. Therefore, automatic procedures,
such as language model interpolation, are commonly used to
learn optimal language model combination weights on some tar-

p(wi |wi−1 , wi−2 , . . .) =

N
X
j=1

λj pj (wi |wi−1 , wi−2 , . . .) (1)

where N is the number of language models, λ = {λj }
are positive interpolation weights that add up to one,
pj (wi |wi−1 , . . .) is a probability of word wi given past word
history wi−1 , wi−2 , . . . computed by the j th language model.
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5. Experiments

Given some target domain text, these weight can be set using
an expectation-maximisation procedure [19]. When the target
domain text is not available, some target domain audio can be
recognised to yield hypothesised text [20]. This is a simple unsupervised process that can be applied once the target or related
domain audio is available. The disadvantage is that weights are
estimated on transcriptions that contain errors.
Alternatively, weights can be estimated by directly maximising the average mapped confidence score. Given the complexity of the underlying function, a derivative free optimisation, such as Powell’s method [21], can be performed. A special
care is needed to ensure that weights form a valid distribution.
On each iteration weights are updated by
λ̂ = λ + ŝd

Experiments were conducted using IARPA BABEL Swahili release pack B data for training and development, IARPA MATERIAL analysis pack 1 data for evaluation. In addition, web text
and audio data described in Section 2 were used for language
model training and confidence score estimation. The development and evaluation audio data is summarised in Table 3. The
Table 3: Test audio data summary
Id
BNB
MNB
MWB
VWB

(2)

where d is a direction vector and ŝ is an optimal step size. For λ̂
to be a valid weight distribution both ŝ and d must obey certain
constraints. One suitable choice of the direction vector that preserves the positivity and sum-to-one constraint subject to certain
restrictions on the optimal step size ŝ is given by
(
1,
if i = n
(3)
di =
− N 1−1 , otherwise

(4)
(5)

must hold for all i. These constraints can be re-expressed as
max(ai ) ≤ s ≤ min(bi )
i

where
ai =

(

(6)

i

− λdii , d > 0
,
1−λi
, d<0
di

bi =

(

1−λi
,
di
λi
− di ,

d>0
d<0

(7)

Given the bounds in equation (6), the optimal step size ŝ can be
found through a line minimisation
ŝ = arg max {F (λ + sd; D)}
s

Material
VOA

Band
narrow
narrow
wide
wide

Type
CTS
CTS
BN,BT
BM

Dur (hrs)
10.2
1.8
5.6
9.7

Material data contains a small sample of narrow-band, CTS,
data possibly recorded under different to Babel channel conditions. The remaining Material data comes from news (BN) and
topical (BT) broadcasts. A sample of untranscribed VOA data
containing mixed broadcast (BM) web audio was selected to
approximate the wide-band Material data.
The acoustic model was trained in 2 stages. The first
stage utilised only “clean” portion of Babel training CTS data
that excludes utterances with partial and mispronounced words
to bootstrap a maximum likelihood Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) ASR system. The GMM ASR system was used to
process the remaining training data to yield “clean” transcripts.
Overall this increased the amount of training data from 43 to 57
hours of speech. The second stage utilised the expanded training data to build first a speaker adaptive discriminatively trained
GMM and then an interleaved Time-Delay Neural Network and
Long Short-Term Memory (TDNN-LSTM) model trained using Lattice-Free Maximum Mutual Information (LF-MMI) criterion [23]. Both stages whenever possible avoided custom configurations to avoid over-tuning to the CTS data. The stage one
system used an HTK [24] configuration that had been previously employed for all Babel tasks [25, 26], multi-genre English broadcast transcription [27] and many others. The stage
two system used a Kaldi [28] configuration that had been previously employed for multi-genre English broadcast [27] and
spoken English language assessment. The only modification to
the Kaldi configuration done in this paper was adding pitch and
probability of voicing [29] to filter-bank input features.
A total of 5 language models were built on the training and
4 web text sources respectively. Table 4 shows out of vocabulary (OOV) rates on different development and evaluation sets
when only training text is used. Unsurprisingly, the OOV rate

where n ∈ [1, N ] is the current iteration number. Note that a
different direction vector is used on each iteration as in Powell’s
method. These directions however are not mutually conjugate
unlike in Powell’s method which may have an impact on convergence. For sufficiently small positive ŝ such direction vector
will increase the nth weight and decrease the remaining weights
equally and uniformly thus preserving the positivity and sumto-one constraint. Given the direction vector in equation (3), for
λ̂ to be a valid weight distribution
λi + sdi ≥ 0
λi + sdi ≤ 1

Set
Babel

(8)

where F (λ) is the average mapped confidence score of an ASR
system using an interpolated language model with weights λ to
recognise domain data D. The complete process is repeated on
the next n + 1st iteration using λ = λ̂. Upon reaching the final
iteration N the optimisation process can be repeated.
Unlike the unsupervised adaptation approach described at
the beginning of this section, maximising the average mapped
confidence score is expected to be less sensitive to recogniser
errors. In addition, the weights can be estimated before any
target domain data is available by using some related domain
data scraped from the web. The disadvantage of this approach
is a high computational cost of evaluating F (λ). This can be
reduced to some extent by doing lattice rescoring, as in this
work, rather than a full recognition run, bracketing the maximum tightly and using other optimisation methods [22].

Table 4: Test set out-of-vocabulary rates
LM
train
+web

BNB
9.4
5.9

OOV (%)
MNB MWB
7.0
14.9
3.7
3.6

on the Material wide-band (MWB) data text is the highest due
to language domain differences, CTS versus BN/BT. The OOV
rate on the narrow-band Babel (BNB) and Material (MNB) text
is on a larger side as well due to the limited size of the training
text. The addition of the web text in Table 4 provides a large
decrease in the OOV rate on the MWB and less so on the BNB
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Table 5: Confidence and error rate based AM tuning

and MNB data. Phonetic pronunciations for unseen web text
words were derived using a grapheme-to-phoneme model [30].
Given the initial CTS acoustic model (AM), it is interesting to see if additional improvements on the BNB data could
generalise to the MNB and MWB data. To investigate this, the
average mapped confidence score was monitored both on the
BNB and VWB data as the changes were made. Note that confidence scores on the MNB and VWB data were mapped using
the same piecewise linear mapping applied to the BNB data.
The changes included (ii) adding more layers, (iii) speaking rate
perturbation [31], (iv) ensemble [27] and (v) unsupervised language model adaptation (Section 4). Figure 1 plots the average mapped confidence score against WER on BNB, MNB and
MWB data as the changes were introduced. In the latter two
50

WER (%)

45

40

I

III

0.68

0.7

Test
Set

V

0.72

IV

0.74

V
V
0.76

LM

Babel
train
1.0
MNB
0.68
+hyp
uni
0.2
MWB +hyp
0.12
+conf 0.04

III
IV

768
512
256
150
100
50

BNB
Del
8.4
9.3
10.6
9.3
9.9
12.1

WER
59.0
58.8
58.0
58.8
59.2
60.7

VWB
Conf
0.681
0.703
0.719
0.703
0.699
0.692

MWB
WER
49.2
49.2
47.0
49.2
49.6
52.1

Table 6: Interpolation weights and word error rate performance
IV

III

Cell
size

Conf
0.696
0.707
0.713
0.707
0.712
0.716

similar performance gains can be observed as shown by the line
marked with hollow circles. The same trend can be seen on
the MWB data when the weights are estimated on automatically
generated VWB transcriptions as shown by the line marked with
vertical dashes. Table 6 shows interpolation weights estimated
on the hypothesised transcriptions and ensemble WER performance on the MNB and MWB data. The narrow-band data

II
II

35

Value

Chunk
width

BNB
MNB(BNB)
MWB(VWB)

I
I – Init AM
II – More layers II
III – Rate perturb
IV – Ensemble
V – Adapt Web LM
I

Param

0.78

Confidence
Figure 1: Cross-domain ASR development
cases confidence scores were computed on the BNB and VWB
data and WERs were evaluated once the MNB and MWB data
became available. Figure 1 shows that the narrow-band, BNB
and MNB, data is well matched. Though wide-band data exhibits much higher error rate each of the changes increased the
average mapped confidence score and decreased WER on the
MWB data. The deletion rate was closely monitored throughout the process as changes of more than 1% absolute were found
to lead to a significant degradation on the BNB data.
Figure 1 suggests that changes in the order of 0.01 in the average mapped confidence score on the BNB and VWB data lead
to generalisation on the MNB and MWB data. When changes
are smaller reliability of prediction based on the confidence
score alone may drop. The first block in Table 5 shows the
impact of varying LSTM cell size from the default value 512
for the initial acoustic model in Figure 1. Decreasing the cell
size improves confidence scores and WERs on the BNB and
VWB/MWB data. Though increasing the cell size leads to a significant confidence drop the WER performance is not seriously
affected. The second block shows the impact of varying the size
of utterance chunks, as measured in frames, processed in training. Here, the confidence scores on the BNB and VWB data
move opposite ways as the number of frames is reduced. However, if the BNB error rate, including deletion error, is used as
an additional factor in prediction the situation can be resolved.
Figure 1 shows that unsupervised adaptation of web language models (LM) improves performance on the BNB data.
When these interpolation weights are used on the MNB data

Source LM weights
TED Blog BingA
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.29 0.00 0.02
0.2 0.2
0.2
0.19 0.14 0.37
0.01 0.02 0.55

BingH
0.0
0.00
0.2
0.19
0.38

WER
(%)
34.1
32.9
43.0
42.8
42.7

mostly makes use of Babel training and TED talks data. The
wide-band data makes most use of Bing data which illustrates
the mismatch between CTS and broadcast domains. Similar
weight and WER patterns were observed if the actual test set
text data was used to estimate weights. This suggests that unsupervised adaptation can also be applied from a related domain.
As described in Section 4 interpolation weights can be optimised alternatively by maximising the average mapped confidence score on the VWB data. Table 6 gives an example
of fine-tuning the weights estimated on hypothesised transcriptions. The resulting distribution of weights though significantly
different from the one estimated on hypothesised transcriptions
yields a small 0.003 gain in the average mapped confidence
score and similarly small improvement in WER. This is consistent with the previous finding that gains in the order of 0.01
are required to yield significant improvements in WER.

6. Conclusions
Developing automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems required to operate over broad domains is challenging. This paper looked at a particular scenario where the development training data comes from conversational telephone speech domain
whilst target domains include news and topical broadcast. As
the target domain data may not always be available during the
initial development, this paper proposed to automatically scrape
audio in a range of domains from the web and use ASR system
confidence score as the primary metric for the development of
acoustic and language model components. An automatic procedure based on maximising ASR system confidence score was
proposed for interpolating web language models. Experimental results on IARPA MATERIAL Swahili Analysis Pack 1 data
show promise of this approach for cross-domain development.
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